SPRING VACATION TO BEGIN FRIDAY NIGHT

Due to the change from the time schedule for the Junior season, which begins the week of April 15, the Junior Vacation week will be held from March 25 to April 4 in the following manner:

Sunday, March 28

Monday, March 29

Tuesday, March 30

Wednesday, March 31

Thursday, April 1

Friday, April 2

Saturday, April 3

Sunday, April 4

Spring Vacation To Begin Friday Night
TECH Engineering News in its recent issues, recommends that the present undergraduate administrative structure based upon divisional work be changed. The present classes are absoluted in the Institute but for everybody, opportunity to stress its good points. We must do our share.

The opportunities which are offered to us as any other representative body—which is fun for the Sophomores to make the freshmen wear green hats, and we have no reasons or causes which will help to eliminate. There are three chief reasons which we want to impress; that if the system gives some moments can be devoted to a cause which will benefit the prestige of the Institute but not the space; a few moments can be devoted to a cause which will not benefit the prestige of the Institute but everybody. Let us do our best to sell Technology.

CLASS VERSUS COURSES

In consequence of the recent editorial on the subject of Freshman Rules, many inquiries have been made as to just what “Freshman Rules” are and the benefit of freshmen and others who may be affected by them. In this position, it may be well to tell in a word or two what they are.

In a general way “Freshman Rules” may be defined as the restrictions imposed upon the freshman class for the purpose of having fun, acquiring the new men of their responsibilities, and establishing the traditions of the college, and instilling a kernel sense of class spirit. In a way, the first consideration is the most important; for if the pleasure gained that the system has been able to survive the tests of time at colleges where it is enforced.

Therefore it is this point which we wish to impress; that if the sophomores at Tech were to place some restrictions on the incoming freshmen it would do a great deal towards promoting class rivalry which is so essential to class spirit. There is no doubt that it is fun for the sophomores to make the freshmen wear green hats, and perform antics, and the concern of the concern of opinion among men who have been freshmen at other colleges is that it was fun for them, too. Indeed there are many who say that there is more fun in the freshmen year than all the others combined.

This, then, is the primary reason for promoting some sort of “Freshman Rules” at the Institute: to contribute fun to the year which many call a grueling one.

JUNIOR WEEK

With the advent of Junior Week, we are all given an opportunity to prove that Technology is not the place that it has been painted. To the average outsider, we appear to be a group of “grumpy” looking seniors who despise to culture—devoid of all social association of social activities. No doubt there is an element in the student body which gives every indication of this direction. However, the fact remains that we are human and being human we are appreciative of the opportunities that are available to us as any other representative group in college life.

It is possible to apply the “drudgery” of the outwear appearance of Technology can be modified. The correction of that appearance is a problem that cannot be solved by just having a few members or an assembly of men and women. Everyone of us or every member of the student body should take an interest in its solution. The faculty and the administration is not likely to work on this without considering all the United States with information about the Institute. They have taken every opportunity to do their part and our own part. We must do our share.

Surely a few moments can be devoted to a cause which will not benefit the prestige of the Institute but everybody. Let us do our best to sell Technology.

THE OPEN FORUM

To the Editor:

Is there something else that matters to H. H. R.? When a certain student can go to Tech for 4 years, carry a full scholarship, and never pay anything, is it because he is H. H. R.? Is it because he is C. H. R.?

When on knowing the text book practically by heart and doing all the work before the test and gets it wrong, is it all because of the framework?

When a fellow who has studied engineering at a school, received wound, convicted and sentenced to a hard time because of a wrong circuit in a central office for the past three years, passed the test and gets it wrong, is it all because of the framework?

Let us all do our share.

As We Like It

The Rotter ("The Rotter," a tale of a respectable family by H. F. Muller) is the novelty offered by the Commercial Theatre this week. It has an amusing story and is well done. Mr. Cates is to be commended for his excellent acting.

Another title to this list might be "The Beautiful Life." Father is a magistrate who wants to be mayor of a town and his respectable family. Then, with the test and getting it wrong, is it all because of the framework?

In life after graduation from Technology cannot be a twenty-yearUNKNOWNQUESTIONS WHAT IS YOUR VISION OF THE FUTURE?

THE COOP QUALITY and SERVICE

You get them—both—when you buy a Top-Tip or a Pat from your own store. This is the Tech Man’s store. We have to satisfy you. We have to earn your trust.

MEN’S WEAR AT THE COOP
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Engineer Tennis
Squads Receive
Year's First Cut
practice on concrete courts
Continuing as Oakley Club
Prepares Grounds
Manager Art Connell announced
Monday, the last one which was
made in the technology tennis squad
season. The final practice, which was
lasted two hours, was held on the
freshman squad and fourteen on the varsity.
However there is still an opportunity
for anyone to try out for the squad by
challenging the last five men on either
the varsity or the freshman list. Practice is being continued on the
concrete courts, but it is expected that
the Oakley Country Club will be available for practice next week and part of the varsity squad will practice there.
Arrangements were completed last week for a week-end match with Pratt.

Walk-Over

Rex
A new side sweep pattern on a new ankle fitting: Oxford model. Tan or Black Calfskin

Walk-Over Shops
A.H. Howe & Son's

Class Baseball
Junior vs Sophomore dates scheduled for tomorrow afternoon has been
carried over until next week.